
Is your middle school 
yearbook experience 

this tasty?

I’ve helped out over 50 middle school 
yearbooks year after year in my eight years 
as a representative for Jostens.  This one 
stands out as a grand prize winner. And 
it was the with the talents of the staff, 
energetic yearbook adviser, the school, 
it’s  administration, myself and Jostens that 
made it all a sweet success. 

When the Robious Middle school staff came 
to me in the fall of 2010 and said “our theme 
is Willy Wonka this year,” I nearly choked on 
my lollipop with excitement. Immediately we 
started brainstorming cover ideas, spin-offs 
and thinking through the entire yearbook 
experience, from planning all the way 
through delivery. 

Jason Baranowski 
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(Chocolaty coated)  Cover
We knew we had to make the book look and feel like a delicious 
bar of chocolate—a Wonka bar (without saying Wonka bar) that 
generates enough excitement, that everyone wants to get their 
hands on and open one “Nooooow!,” just like Veruca violently 
whines in the movie.  

Organization
Taking a chronological approach by season was the way to go;  we 
knew that would help everyone stay on track with deadlines while 
maintaining great opportunities for spin-offs. As a result, we used 
the most recognizable phrases from the movie and turned them into 
our sections: Fizzy Lifting Fall, Everlasting Spring, etc.  

The Visual
Robious chocolate bar logo, with the top hat stamped on each 
square of chocolate; dripping chocoalate from headlines; Oompa 
loompa quick reads; other candy elements such as dots, swirls, etc. 
   
Packaging
This was the icing on the cake— we ordered 950 gold mylar bags 
that looked like a candy wrapper. When the book peeked out of the 
‘wrapper,’ it literally looked like a bar of chocolate.  

Sales  pop  and  promotion
Can you imagine the hype among 1200+ middle school students 
for 6 golden ticket winners? That’s what Robious did. With candy 
giveaways, they promoted a contest that mentioned 2 golden ticket 
winners from each grade level; one boy, one girl. Each winner would 
get a shopping spree (gift card) and a limo ride to the store. When I 
heard this, I agreed it was a great idea, but then I thought, “Wait, in 
the movie, Willy Wonka gives away the factory to Charlie.” So how 
can we turn this hype into an element of community service instead 
of the shopping sprees?  The school ended up giving away gift cards 
to families in need. It doesn’t get any sweeter than that. 

Distribution
Without any surprise, Robious sold clear out of their 950 books. 
Students went crazy over the chocolate bar book in the mylar bags. 
They used the bags for purses, mirrors on their lockers and more. 
The bags also served as an incredible value-add protective yearbook 
cover that delivered and contained the books. In the end, everyone’s 
sweet tooth was satisfied with fun and whimsical  
yearbook memories. 
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It can be. 
With Jason, Jostens

and your school, 
we’ll make everlasting memories. 

e: jason.baranowski@jostens.com
c: 703.463.6061


